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Principles of Accounting Volume 1 - Financial Accounting Springer Science & Business
Media
This open access textbook provides the background needed to correctly use, interpret and
understand statistics and statistical data in diverse settings. Part I makes key concepts in
statistics readily clear. Parts I and II give an overview of the most common tests (t-test,
ANOVA, correlations) and work out their statistical principles. Part III provides insight into
meta-statistics (statistics of statistics) and demonstrates why experiments often do not
replicate. Finally, the textbook shows how complex statistics can be avoided by using clever
experimental design. Both non-scientists and students in Biology, Biomedicine and
Engineering will benefit from the book by learning the statistical basis of scientific claims
and by discovering ways to evaluate the quality of scientific reports in academic journals and
news outlets.
Edexcel Linear Weaver Press
Reproduction of the original: Popular Scientific Recreations
in Natural Philosophy, Astronomy, Geology, Chemistry by Gaston
Tissandier
Investigating the Impact of Information Communication Technology on Self-directed Professional
Development of Teachers Xlibris Corporation
Some Developments in Research in Science and Mathematics in Sub-Saharan AfricaAfrican Minds
Zimbabwe Journal of Educational Research Springer Nature
Much attention in late-developing countries is given to providing access to studies which allow
school leavers to enter science and technology-related careers. This book reviews research related
to the crucial dimension of epistemological access to the disciplines of import, which students
need as much as institutional access in order to improve their chances of success. A significant
feature of this collection's research studies is that their empirical bases are highly localised,
covering areas such as research methods, access, curriculum, instruction and assessment, and the
relevance of science and mathematics education in Zimbabwe, Uganda, Swaziland, South Africa,
Namibia, Malawi, Ghana and Lesotho. It is the outcome of a doctoral research capacity-
development project, the Graduate Studies in Science, Mathematics and Technology Education
(GRASSMATE).
New Additional Mathematics Springer Science & Business Media
Education in Southern Africa is a comprehensive critical reference guide to
education in the region. With chapters written by an international team of
leading regional education experts, the book explores the education systems
of each country in the region. With chapters covering Botswana, Lesotho,
Madagascar, Mozambique, Namibia, South Africa, Swaziland and Zimbabwe,
the book critically examines the development of education provision in each
country as well as local and global contexts. Including a comparative
introduction to the issues facing education in the region as a whole and
guides to available online datasets, this handbook will be an essential
reference for researchers, scholars, international agencies and policy-
makers at all levels.
Software Engineering, Artificial Intelligence, Networking and
Parallel/Distributed Computing Nelson Thornes
The aim of this research was to investigate the perceived impact of ICT on

Zimbabwean A-level science and mathematics teachers' self-directed
professional development. The study was based on a questionnaire survey of
254 teachers throughout the country. Supplementary data came from 54
interviews. Some observations of teachers using ICT in teacher-centres, e-
mail correspondence, and field reports also contributed to the database of
the study. An analysis framework was developed through the use of
grounded theory on the interview transcripts. The framework yielded 9
themes relating to the teachers' use of ICT for their professional
development. These were: (1) perceived professional identity; (2) career
development; (3) Managing the ICT environment; (4) theoretical and content
knowledge; (5) practical knowledge and skills; (6) adaptation; (7)
professional networking and; (8-9) perceived benefits to teachers and
students. Chaos (complexity) theory was used to identify the major
attractors (goals) for teachers' self-directed professional development using
ICT. Two attractors were identified. These were personal professional
development and classroom practice. However, an over-riding factor
common to both attractors was identified as self-efficacy. The study
identified the over-arching driver for self-directed professional development
as the teacher's need to improve their self-efficacy. A two dimensional
model of self-directed professional development was suggested. The
systemic element of the model focused on the self-correcting impact of ICT
use on professional development, whilst the personal element focused on
self-efficacy as the central stratum for self-directed professional
development. The study concluded by acknowledging the potent role that
ICT is playing in the self-directed continuing professional development of
teachers in Zimbabwe, and recommended, among other things, the inclusion
of A-level teachers in the development of localised online materials
resources for their subjects. This will help to enhance relevance of the
materials to the Zimbabwean context
A Little Recipe for Success Routledge
The book represents a contribution to policy formulation and design in an increasingly
knowledge economy in Zimbabwe. It challenges scholars to think about the role of
education, its funding and the egalitarian approach to widening access to education. The
nexus between education, democracy and policy change is a complex one. The book
provides an illuminating account of the constantly evolving notions of national identity,
language and citizenship from the Zimbabwean experience. The book discusses
educational successes and challenges by examining the ideological effects of social,
political and economic considerations on Zimbabwe’s colonial and postcolonial education.
Currently, literature on current educational challenges in Zimbabwe is lacking and there
is very little published material on these ideological effects on educational development
in Zimbabwe. This book is likely to be one of the first on the impact of social, political
and economic meltdown on education. The book is targeted at local and international
academics and scholars of history of education and comparative education, scholars of
international education and development, undergraduate and graduate students, and
professors who are interested in educational development in Africa, particularly
Zimbabwe. Notwithstanding, the book is a valuable resource to policy makers, educational
administrators and researchers and the wider community. Shizha and Kariwo’s book is an
important and illuminating addition on the effects of social, political and economic
trajectories on education and development in Zimbabwe. It critically analyses the crucial
specifics of the Zimbabwean situation by providing an in depth discourse on education at
this historical juncture. The book offers new insights that may be useful for an
understanding of not only the Zimbabwean case, but also education in other African
countries. Rosemary Gordon, Senior Lecturer in Educational Foundations, University of
Zimbabwe Ranging in temporal scope from the colonial era and its elitist legacy through
the golden era of populist, universal elementary education to the disarray of
contemporary socioeconomic crisis; covering elementary through higher education and
touching thematically on everything from the pernicious effects of social adjustment

programmes through the local deprofessionalization of teaching, this text provides a
comprehensive, wide ranging and yet carefully detailed account of education in Zimbabwe.
This engagingly written portrayal will prove illuminating not only to readers interested in
Zimbabwe’s education specifically but more widely to all who are interested in how the
sociopolitical shapes education- how ideology, policy, international pressures, economic
factors and shifts in values collectively forge the historical and contemporary character of
a country’s education. Handel Kashope Wright, Professor of Education, University of
British Columbia
A Concise Course in Advanced Level Statistics Some Developments in Research in
Science and Mathematics in Sub-Saharan Africa
Each volume in the 7-volume series The World of Science Education reviews research in
a key region of the world. These regions include North America, South and Latin
America, Asia, Australia and New Zealand, Europe and Israel, North Africa and the
Middle East, and Sub-Saharan Africa. The focus of this Handbook is on research in
science education in mostly former British colonies in Sub-Saharan Africa and the
scholarship that most closely support this program. The reviews of the research situate
what has been accomplished within a given field in Sub-Saharan Africa rather than an
international context. The purpose therefore is to articulate and exhibit regional
networks and trends that produced specific forms of science education. The thrust lies in
identifying the roots of research programs and sketching trajectories – focusing the
changing fa�ade of problems and solutions within regional contexts. The approach allows
readers to review what has been done and accomplished, what is missing and what might
be done next.

The World of Science Education A&C Black
Collins New GCSE Maths Edexcel Linear Teacher's Pack Higher 1 contains
everything you need to deliver effective lessons in mathematics with
confidence for students working at Grades D to A*. Fully matched to
Edexcel's new GCSE Maths Linear specification, these teacher resources
offer well-differentiated lesson plans and additional support. The Teacher's
Pack allows you to: * Capture the essence of chapters at a glance with
chapter overviews * Easily access learning objectives and references to
exam board specifications, KS4 Programme of Study, Functional Skills
Standards and Personal Learning and Thinking Skills (PLTS) for each
chapter * Link maths concepts and help students to access functional and
problem-solving scenarios * Raise standards by providing the right level of
progression for every student by using the well-differentiated lesson plans *
Involve the whole class in engaging activities and discussions using the
Starter * Lead students into the main concepts and exercises with the Main
Lesson Activity * Consolidate and summarise learning using the Plenary *
Quickly access the answers to all questions in the corresponding Student
Book and Homework Book * Plan ahead and save time using the ready-made
Scheme of Work * Customise your lessons using Lesson Plans in Word
format on the CD-Rom
The Relationship Between Mathematics Anxiety, Attitudes and Performance of "O"-level
Mathematics Students in the Midlands Province (Zimbabwe) Simon and Schuster
The first single-volume history of Zimbabwe with detailed coverage from pre-colonial
times to the present, this book examines Zimbabwe's pre-colonial, colonial and
postcolonial social, economic and political history and relates historical factors and trends
to recent developments in the country. Zimbabwe is a country with a rich history, dating
from the early San hunter-gatherer societies. The arrival of British imperial rule in 1890
impacted the country tremendously, as the European rulers exploited Zimbabwe's
resources, giving rise to a movement of African nationalism and demands for
independence. This culminated in the armed conflict of the 1960s and 1970s and
independence in 1980. The 1990s were marked by economic decline and the rise of
opposition politics. In 1999, Mugabe embarked on a violent land reform program that
plunged the nation's economy into a downward spiral, with political violence and human
rights violations making Zimbabwe an international pariah state. This book will be useful
to those studying Zimbabwean history and those unfamiliar with the country's past.
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Klara and the Sun Springer
Whether you’re heading to a friendly brunch, family barbecue, church picnic
or holiday office party, the perfect crowd-pleasing contribution is at your
fingertips! No more worrying about what you can bring to the block party,
bake sale or baby shower. Taste of Home Make It, Take It Cookbook is
packed with more than 375 simply impressive bring-a-dish classics. Each
recipe is guaranteed to travel well, come together easily and satisfy
everyone at the party. In fact, these dishes are so incredible, you’ll want to
serve them at home for your own gang to enjoy!
Cambridge Papers African Minds
This extensively revised, restructured, and updated edition continues to present an
engaging and comprehensive introduction to the subject, exploring the world’s landforms
from a broad systems perspective. It covers the basics of Earth surface forms and
processes, while reflecting on the latest developments in the field. Fundamentals of
Geomorphology begins with a consideration of the nature of geomorphology, process and
form, history, and geomorphic systems, and moves on to discuss: structure: structural
landforms associated with plate tectonics and those associated with volcanoes, impact
craters, and folds, faults, and joints process and form: landforms resulting from, or
influenced by, the exogenic agencies of weathering, running water, flowing ice and
meltwater, ground ice and frost, the wind, and the sea; landforms developed on
limestone; and landscape evolution, a discussion of ancient landforms, including
palaeosurfaces, stagnant landscape features, and evolutionary aspects of landscape
change. This third edition has been fully updated to include a clearer initial explanation of
the nature of geomorphology, of land surface process and form, and of land-surface
change over different timescales. The text has been restructured to incorporate
information on geomorphic materials and processes at more suitable points in the book.
Finally, historical geomorphology has been integrated throughout the text to reflect the
importance of history in all aspects of geomorphology. Fundamentals of Geomorphology
provides a stimulating and innovative perspective on the key topics and debates within
the field of geomorphology. Written in an accessible and lively manner, it includes guides
to further reading, chapter summaries, and an extensive glossary of key terms. The book
is also illustrated throughout with over 200 informative diagrams and attractive
photographs, all in colour.
Pure Mathematics for Advanced Level Vintage
Over the past years, few African countries have been the focus of discussions and
analyses generating a vast array of literature as much as Zimbabwe. The socioeconomic
and political crises since the turn of the century have deeply transformed the country
from the ideals of a vibrant freshly independent nation just two decades earlier. These
transformations have necessitated the call for the restructuring of Zimbabwean society,
polity, and economy. But this literature remains exclusively within the realm of academic
thinking and theorising, with no concerted effort to move beyond this by explicitly
drawing out the policy implications. Beyond the Crises: Zimbabwe's Prospects for
Transformation is a welcome addition to the academic and policy literature with a much
broader and all-embracing focus in terms of policy interventions. By focusing on different
aspects of social and economic justice, Murisa and Chikweche go beyond initiating a
broad discussion on these two key pillars of human development with a view to
suggesting possible future directions of practical solutions and policy development for
the attainment of inclusive social and economic justice for Zimbabweans.

Some Developments in Research in Science and Mathematics in Sub-Saharan
Africa Butterworth-Heinemann
This book includes Monday to Friday lessons for each day of a 36-week school
year and short daily lessons. The Monday to Thursday lessons include two
sentences to edit, including corrections in punctuation, capitalization, spelling,
grammar, and vocabulary and three items practicing a variety of language and
reading skills. Friday practice cycles through five formats: language usage,
identifying and correcting mistakes, combining sentences, choosing reference
materials and figurative speech (similes, metaphors). The pages are reproducible
and the book includes a skills list and answer keys.
Education and Development in Zimbabwe Cambridge University Press
New in this edition is a 20 page section on the use of ICT resources in teaching
and learning about statistics. The book also includes over 300 worked examples
and advice on how to break down calculations into easy stages.

Academic Conferences and publishing limited
New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Jana DeLeon brings you
the first book in the Ghost-in-Law series. Family can be the death of you...
Scientist Maryse Robicheaux thought that a lot of her problems had gone
away with her mother-in-law's death. The woman was rude, pushy,
manipulative and used her considerable wealth to run herd over the entire

town of Mudbug, Louisiana. Unfortunately, death doesn't slow down Helena
one bit. DEA Agent Luc LeJeune is wondering what his undercover
assignment investigating the sexy scientist has gotten him into - especially
as it seems someone wants her dead. Keeping his secrets while protecting
Maryse proves to be easier than fighting his attraction for the brainy beauty.
Trouble in Mudbug is a humorous mystery and contemporary romance set in
the bayous of southern Louisiana. It is the first book in the New York Times
bestselling Ghost-in-Law series. Trouble in Mudbug has a cozy mystery feel
and features a strong heroine turned amateur sleuth, a sexy hero, and a
ghost unlike any you’ve ever heard of. It appeals to fans of light paranormal,
paranormal romance, cozy mysteries and also to fans of the Stephanie Plum
series by Janet Evanovich. Trouble in Mudbug is a free ebook at Google
Play. "Southern wit at its best!" - NYT Bestselling author Gemma Halliday
"Sinfully funny!" - NYT Bestselling author CC Hunter/Christie Craig “DeLeon
is excellent at weaving comedy, suspense and spicy romance into one
compelling story.” – RT Book Reviews “I don’t know where she comes up
with this funny stuff, but I can’t wait to read the next book…” – Night Owl
Reviews “Jana DeLeon has a breezy style with enough of a comic touch to
leave you smiling.” – The Romance Reader “Son of a gun, we’re having fun
in the bayou!” – Fresh Fiction “The quirky characters keep the action
moving…” – Barbara Vey, Publisher’s Weekly Blogger To learn more about
Jana and her books visit her at: http://janadeleon.com
http://facebook.com/janadeleonauthor @JanaDeLeon
Additional Mathematics for O Level Jana DeLeon
Each topic is treated from the beginning, without assuming prior knowledge. Each
chapter starts with an opening section covering an application. These help
students to understand the relevance of the topic: they are motivational and they
make the text more accessible to the majority of students. Concept Maps have
been added, which together with Summaries throughout, aid understanding of main
ideas and connections between topics. Margin points highlight key points, making
the text more accessible for learning and revision. Checkpoints in each chapter
test students' understanding and support their private study. A selection of
questions are included at the end of each chapter, many form past examination
papers. Suggested answers are provided in the Answers Key.
Report of the Presidential Commission of Inquiry Into Education and Training Springer
Each volume in the 7-volume series The World of Science Education reviews research in
a key region of the world. These regions include North America, South and Latin
America, Asia, Australia and New Zealand, Europe and Israel, North Africa and the
Middle East, and Sub-Saharan Africa. The focus of this Handbook is on research in
science education in mostly former British colonies in Sub-Saharan Africa and the
scholarship that most closely support this program. The reviews of the research situate
what has been accomplished within a given field in Sub-Saharan Africa rather than an
international context. The purpose therefore is to articulate and exhibit regional
networks and trends that produced specific forms of science education. The thrust lies in
identifying the roots of research programs and sketching trajectories - focusing the
changing faCade of problems and solutions within regional contexts. The approach allows
readers to review what has been done and accomplished, what is missing and what might
be done next.

Zimbabwe Human Rights Bulletin Brill
Pure Mathematics for Advanced Level, Second Edition is written to meet the
needs of the student studying for the General Certificate of Education at
Advanced Level. The text is organized into 22 chapters. Chapters 1-5 cover
topics in algebra such as operations with real numbers, the binomial
theorem, and the quadratic function and the quadratic equation. The
principles, methods and techniques in calculus, trigonometry, and co-
ordinate geometry are provided as well. Two new chapters have been
added: Numerical Methods and Vectors. Mathematics students will find this
book extremely useful.
Primary School Achievement in English and Mathematics in Zimbabwe World Bank
Publications
The 9th ACIS International Conference on Software Engineering, Artificial Intelligence,
Networking, and Parallel/Distributed Computing, held in Phuket Thailand on August 6 – 8,
2008 is aimed at bringing together researchers and scientist, businessmen and
entrepreneurs, teachers and students to discuss the numerous fields of computer
science, and to share ideas and information in a meaningful way. This publication
captures 20 of the conference’s most promising papers, and we impatiently await the

important contributions that we know these authors will bring to the field.
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